
 Alentado Training Consultants, LLC. presents: 
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PATC   

Class held at : 
 University of South Carolina Police Department   

 1415 Henderson St, Columbia , SC  29135 

July 22-24, 2019 
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This course is designed to benefit law enforcement officers, regardless of their knowledge 
of the Spanish Language. It is intended to provide the students with the skills to:  
  

 Make arrests and control their surroundings to enhance officer safety  
 Navigate legal and cultural Issues pertaining to the language  
 Effectively gather accurate biographical information  
 Understand the construction of Latino names   
 Use interview control to effectively interact with Spanish speakers  
 Be familiar with street slang, gang slang, drug and weapons terms for threat recognition   
 Hands-on practical exercises  

  
This is accomplished through lecture, intensive and repetitive drills, utilization of 
contextual vocabulary, real world examples and case studies. These classes are highly 
interactive, to increase retention.  
 
The students will be introduced to court cases resulting from language issues, subtle 
differences in word definitions that could negatively impact their arrests and interviews, 
and simple, yet powerful ways to control conversations.  
 
Students will also be taught key phrases and interview-control methods to adapt to almost 
any situation, obtaining valuable information from Spanish speakers, over and above the 
limitations of their Spanish vocabularies.  
 
 
All of our instructors are current or past law enforcement officers to lend credibility to the 
program and audience.    All students will receive a law enforcement specific book, and access to 
3rd party apps for practice flip cards and audio recordings 
 

Space is limited so register now!www.AlentadoTC.com/courses/calendar or to register 
 

3 Day Level I Officer Survival & Communication Spanish 



                  Alentado Training Consultants, LLC.  
 
 
History:  Jose Alentado was a veteran of the Tampa and Gainesville Police Departments.  After concluding 
his law enforcement career, he instructed at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center and rose to 
become the program manager of the Law Enforcement Spanish Training Programs.  He received nine awards 
from FLETC for course development and deliveries during his tenure there.  Jose was an instructor of law 
enforcement Spanish since 1989 throughout the United States.  Unfortunately, Jose is no longer with us.  
To keep his work alive, his daughter Andrea Alentado Hague has taken ownership, only changing the company 
name to honor her father.  Alentado Training Consultants, LLC is employing the same methodologies, 
materials, and only the best instructors, hand-picked from around the United States, that have trained with 
Jose for decades.  

Kevan Dugan 
Kevan retired in 2011 after more than 28 years with the Pennsylvania State Police, retiring as Division 
Director of the Bureau of Emergency and Special Operations. His varied assignments included patrol, criminal 
investigations, undercover narcotics and SWAT. He served six years as a board member for the National 
Tactical Officers Association and is a graduate of the FBINAA, Session 213. After retirement he worked as 
the Director of Sales in Mexico for Point Blank Body Armor. He was a Spanish instructor for his department 
and acted as interpreter on homicide, aggravated assault, theft, drug and internal investigations, as well as 
translating department documents into Spanish. For the NTOA, he taught SWAT Command Courses in 
Spanish in South America.  

Certified with PITC as a Spanish Instructor in 2001, he has taught in Pennsylvania, New York, Arizona, 
Florida, Tennessee, Wyoming, Nevada, Idaho, Indiana and U.S. Virgin Islands.  

He has taught over 1600 hours of the following Spanish courses:  

 Officer Survival and Communication Spanish Level I (3-day) 
 Officer Survival and Communication Spanish Level II (3-day) 
 Introductory Spanish for Law Enforcement Level I (non-grammar 5-day) 
 Spanish for Law Enforcement Level II (non-grammar 5-day) 
 Enhanced Spanish for Law Enforcement Level III (5-day) 
 Spanish for DUI Investigations (3-day) 
 Corrections and Transportation Officer Spanish (3-day) 
 Spanish Immersion (10-day) 
 Spanish Instructor Training (10-day) 

 


